
Profile - Dhiraj Sharma 
 

Dhiraj comes with R&D background and has worked with some of India's 

most reputed telecom firms. He has diverse exposure across various 

functions including Research & Development of Product and Services, 

Standardization, Engineering & Commissioning, Techno commercial 

evaluation, Project Management, Liaising and Strategic alliances etc. He 

specializes in Telecom Core networks, Adjuncts, IN Networks, VAS both 

in wire--line and wireless technologies. 

 

After Graduation from REC Bhopal in Computer Science in 1998, he 

joined C--DOT (Center for Development of Telemetics) as research 

Engineer, on core switching side of digital generation of Telecom 

exchanges. Besides, Research and Development, Dhiraj represented India 

in Telecom space of globe by active participation and contribution to 

prevalent standardization bodies of Telecom i.e. 3GPP and ITU. 

 

Thereafter, He joined Reliance in 2002 and he started a telecom software 

development center in Reliance Infocomm. After identifying key vendors, 

technologies, platform, and databases, he lead two hundred young 

engineers from IIT and BITS Pilani to develop and deploy first Intelligent 

Network Product to provide different IN services including, but not 

limited to Number Translation Services. The journey continued with 

many enterprise telecom products such as global roaming and calling card 

solutions. The products developed by him are generating and handling 

more than billion minutes per day for RCOM. He headed many strategic 

initiatives during the tenure including RCOM--IITM telecom center of 



excellence, Reliance Architectural council etc. 

 

In the quest to do something for the society, Dhiraj made an adventurous 

move and started entrepreneurship by forming a Company, GlobalSpace 

Tech Pvt Ltd. Besides giving strategic direction to company as a Director 

on board, Dhiraj is also taking care of Research and Development 

initiatives of Globalspace. GlobalSpace Tech Pvt Ltd is now a listed 

company in Bombay Stock Exchange (SME section). Dhiraj is still the 

active promotor of the company and one of the main shareholders of the 

company. 

 

Currently, Dhiraj is focusing on GlobalSpace Healthcare Technologies Pvt 

Ltd which owns the Telemedicine portal www.medicoexperts.com.  

 

MedicoExperts.com is a cloud based end to end telemedicine platform 

connecting patients from any part of the world with the best class doctors 

of world class partner hospitals for online Video Consultation. 
 

MedicoExperts network has 150 Partner hospitals in India which provides 

access to more than 1500 super specialists from 58 super specialities. 

MedicoExperts network provide patients with the best treatment in India 

but have also ventured to deliver healthcare in the African subcontinent.  
 

Main offerings of MedicoExperts includes :- 

1. Online Video Consultations  

2. Arrange OPD and Surgical Camps 

3. Medical tourism 

4. Distribution of Medical supplies 


